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PMM: Can you describe the capabilities that
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make your vessel an ideal platform for long
distance cruising?

OUTER REEF: Outer Reef Yachts are ruggedly built
for long distance cruising and to consistently withstand
the fury of Mother Nature. Built to Ocean, Category A
Standards, “Unrestricted Navigation,” for stability and

OUTER REEF: First and foremost, Outer Reef Yachts
are built for long distance safety and security, starting
with the build of the hull. All Outer Reef Yachts are built
using the latest technologies, and the Outer Reef Team
constructs all Classic Series models from only three
major molds. Minimizing the number of components increases the structural integrity of the hull, eliminating the
possibility of water intrusion, and guaranteeing a quiet
ride. With standard stabilizers on all models, the Outer
Reef is comfortable under way, and inherently stable at
anchor. The signature of an Outer Reef is her whisper
quiet ride, even below decks. All engines and equipment are soft-mounted to eliminate vibration and noise,
including a well-insulated engine room with multiple layers of sound-deadening foam.

PMM: Any stories of your customers voyages where your vessel proved worthy of the
aforementioned capabilities and features?

OUTER REEF: The most valuable testaments to Outer
Reef Yacht’s quality and reliability are those from the
Outer Reef owners themselves: “We transited during a
very strong cold frontal passage with wind gusts as high
as 49 knots. Seas built very quickly to 7 to 9 feet with
sustained winds of 30 to 35 knots. The 630 Outer Reef
showed no ﬂaws in terms of her sea keeping, regardless of the point of sail. The experience was almost surreal. The boat just moved through the turbulence with
sure footed stability. Now I know from experience how
stable she is and should the unexpected happen, the
boat can handle it.” – Les and Diana, Owners of a 630
Outer Reef Motoryacht.

580 Motoryacht in Fort Lauderdale

safety, the owners of an Outer Reef can rest assured
they will arrive to their destination in safety and comfort.
In addition, the Outer Reef Yachts shipyard is ISO 9001
(international Organization for Standardization) certiﬁed, which guarantees the highest quality design and
control measures.
PMM: Considering the time spent aboard for
those who are cruising extended distances,
what amenities and safety features have you
included to make distance cruising as enjoyable and comfortable as possible?
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Outer Reef 880 Cockpit Motoryacht
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